Forssman proposed that the Hittite stem šipand-'libate; consecrate; offer' reflects a PIE reduplicated perfect stem *spe-spónd-, while its rarer OH variant išpand-continues a root present (published as Forssman 1994) . This account was not favorably received by the Anatolian specialists present upon its initial presentation, and it has subsequently with rare exceptions met mostly with rejection: e.g., Kassian and Yakubovich 2002: 34-5; Jasanoff 2003: 78, note 39; Tischler 2006 : 1058 (with further literature); Kloekhorst 2008: 405; and Yakubovich 2009 . Positive endorsements known to me are by Schulze-Thulin (2001: 384) , LIV 2 : 577, and Hoffner and Melchert (2008: 27) , the last of which elicited a renewed rejection by Yakubovich (2010a: 151) .
All of those who have rejected Forssman's derivation of šipand-have explicitly or implicitly assumed that šipand-and išpand-represent alternate spellings of a preserved initial cluster /sp-/. This was also the interpretation I adopted in Melchert 1994: 31-2, although with considerable misgivings. We have learned a great deal more about the fate of initial *sp-in Hittite in the last twenty 3 years, and I have for some time believed that the gist of Forssman's account of šipand-must be correct (hence the cautious reference in Hoffner and Melchert 2008: 27) , but still outstanding formal and functional problems that I could not solve prevented me from asserting this in print. The time has now come for a complete review of the matter.
As has never been disputed, the development in Hittite of initial sequences of *st-and *sk-is consistently išt-and išk-respectively: ištantā(i)-'linger, be late' < *steh2-'stand', ištu(wa)-'become known' < *steu-, iškalla-'slit, tear' < *skelH-, iškar-'prick, stick' < *sker-. This is also the most common result for *sp-: išpai-'be satiated' < *speh1(i)-, išpant-'night' < *(k w )sp-ént-, išpar-'spread out, strew' < *sper-, išparre-'kick, trample' < *sperH-(on separation of the last two see Kloekhorst 2008: 406-9) , išpart-'escape' < *sperdh-.
However, we now have solid evidence for two additional though rare outcomes of *sp-. The first is preservation as /sp-/, where the presence of a synchronic cluster is crucially indicated by alternate spellings with ša-, še-, ši-: ša/e/ipe/ikkušta-/spe/ikusta-/ 'pin, needle' (see now CHD Š: 397 for attestations).
As seen by Poetto (1986: 52-3) , Neumann (1987: 282) , and Kimball (1999: 108-9) , this word clearly reflects a virtual *sp(e)ik-us-to-to the enlarged root *speig/k-'sharp, pointed' seen in English 'spike', Latin spīca 'ear (of grain)', etc. The second rare result is anaptyxis of a vowel u: šuppištuwara-'adorned with appliqués, decorations', šuppištuwari-'appliqué, decoration'. The meaning is now assured by the occurrence of the i-stem noun in the Hurro-Hittite Bilingual, KBo 4 32.14 ii 43 (see Neu 1996: 81 and 146 (Watkins 1975 ) is very doubtful: see the extended critique by Weiss (2010: 358-83) .
2 I know of no basis for the meaning 'animal representation or icon (usually of metal)' adopted by Yakubovich (2009: 548, note 5) . In any case, the word definitely does not contain šuppi-'ritually pure'. The dominant practice for most lexemes was to follow the model of the other voiceless stops and add a prothetic vowel i-. Contra Melchert 1994 : 32, Kimball 1999 : 110-11, Kassian and Yakubovich 2002 : 33-5, and Yakubovich 2009 , there is not the slightest justification to doubt the linguistic reality of the prothetic vowel in išT-, as assumed by Kronasser (1966: 48-9) , Eichner (1975: 98), Oettinger (1979: 416-17) , Kloekhorst (2008: 61) , and others. First of all, the alternations in personal names from the Old Assyrian texts of the Colony period 8 cited by Yakubovich (2009: 546) not only all involve *sp-, as he admits, but show exactly the same variation as we have seen in šuppištuwarā-~išpištuwara-: Šu-puda-aḫ-šu vs. Iš-pu-da-aḫ-šu, Šu-pu-na-aḫ-šu vs. Iš-pu-na-aḫ-šu, Šu-pu-nu-ma-an vs. Iš-pu-nu-ma-an. I emphasize that we find no spellings in these names of the type †Ša-pu-or †Ši-pu-, which is what we would expect were we facing alternate spellings for /spu-/. 5 These names actually further confirm that the variation in the Hittite appellative is genuine: /sup-/ vs. /isp-/. Note that the scriptio plena of the stem vowel in šuppištuwarā-'appliqué' suggests that the accent was not on the vowel following the initial *sp-, and therefore the treatment šupp-beside išp-fits the pattern for šumm-< *sm-. Unfortunately, there is no independent evidence for the position of the accent in the personal names or in ša/e/ippe/ikkušta-'pin', but nothing stands in the way of supposing that the names reflect original accent beyond the first syllable, while the appellative was /spékusta-/ like /smén-/.
6 Kimball (1999: 110) cites as "very convincing" my own argument (Melchert 1984: 110) that the Hittite adjective išḫaškant-'blood-shot, blood-stained' must reflect a compound *išḫan-škant-with the participle of iške/a-'anoint, smear ', 5 One could, of course, argue that the empty vowel used in the spelling for /sp-/ merely copied the following real /u/ vowel, but the evidence from Hittite appellatives for the reality of u-anaptyxis argues decisively against this. 6 The spelling of the "ethnic" suffix -uma(n)-with plene, as in Rieken (1999: 402) , approved by Kloekhorst (2008: 402) , which start from
The plene spelling (which would be entirely unparalleled for the prothetic vowel) appears to require a return to the etymology of Oettinger (1979: 327), despite the semantic difficulties associated with the root *(h1)eish1-.
The first two arguments adduced by Kassian and Yakubovich (2002: 33) against the reality of the prothetic i-in išT-are also without foundation. 14 One may compare typologically for a similar "repair" the Sanskrit weak perfect stem sed-'sit' < *sé-sd-and more broadly other Sanskrit weak perfect stems of the shape CeC-as well as long-vowel preterite formations in Germanic and
Celtic: see Schumacher 2005 : 601-5, Zukoff 2014 : 274, and Sandell: 2016 have been shortened in time to undergo the specific pre-Hittite change of pretonic short *e to i. Compare Hittite ḫippara-'serf' (or sim.) < *h2ēpor-ó- (Eichner 1973: 72) .
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Hittite šipand-may thus be derived by regular phonological developments from a reduplicated stem *se-spónd-, *se-sp d-, and I stress again that its absolutely fixed i-vocalism cannot be plausibly explained by any other means.
There remains, however, the question of whether such a reduplicated stem is a viable source for the Hittite verb in its attested use. One of the few supporters of Jasanoff (forthcoming) has now argued that the "attained state" value of the perfect in Core Indo-European is an innovation and that the classical "perfect"
originates in a reduplicated h2e-aorist of the shape *Ce-CóC-, *Ce-CC-, whereas the few "perfects" that show iterative semantics reflect rather reduplicated h2e- annanuzzi-'(part of a) harness' < annanu-'train', kuruzzi-'cutting tool'
< ku(e)r-'cut'. Others, however, appear to be rather deradical, being derived from 23 forms of the respective roots whose existence in pre-Hittite as verbal stems is dubious: e.g., išḫuzzi-'belt, chain' < *s(e)h2-'bind' (but all verbal forms are based on išḫi-< *sh2ei-), tuzzi-'camp; army' < *dh(e)h1-'place' (whereas the present stem of the verb is dai-with an *-i-suffix). 18 The nominal stems compatible with the proposal that it continues a reduplicated h2e-aorist. With due revisions, then, the much maligned derivation suggested by Forssman more than 18 The primary meaning of tuzzi-is 'camp', as shown by the derived verb tuzziya-'encamp'. One must with Kloekhorst (2008: 908) insist on this etymology of Carruba (1966: 23, note 35) . There is no connection with western Indo-European *teutā-.
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twenty years ago may be upheld. However, one must not overlook that the functional side of the scenario presented here, following Jasanoff, has implications for Indo-European dialectology that are diametrically opposed to those of Forssman's original formulation: by the present account Hittite šip(p)and-reflects a PIE reduplicated aorist whose development into an "attainedstate" perfec is a common innovation of "Core Indo-European".
